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BERKELEY, Nov 2 - Hoping to assist 
The United States Pentagon and Defense 
Department's effectiveness in its current 
"Operation Infinite Justice" campaign in 
Afghanistan, Californian artist LG 
Williams and the design firm
l g o f b e v e r l y h i l l s have developed 
two placards which may play a vital role 
in locating the illusive and hidden Taliban 
forces, aiding in the international struggle 
against terrorism.

Recently, there has been growing concern 
among The American military over the 
inability to find and bomb Taliban forces 
accurately in northern Afghanistan. As a 
result, opposition forces and small teams 
of American Special Operations have been 
largely ineffective since they are unable to 
identify specific Taliban military positions 
for strikes.

"Freedom Sign" and "Freedom Arrow" 
hope to change all that. They are two 
brightly colored signs, which can be 
inserted into food-ration packages before 
they are dropped from high-flying 
American military refugee relief planes. 
These two signs are highly visible graphic 
"indicator arrows" which can be placed 
with a stick near hidden terrorist outposts 
by the local population, dissatisfied with 
the tyranny and oppression of the Taliban 
regime.

"Once they are in place, Special Operation 
Forces can easily find them and determine 
which ones are best to strike and which 
aircraft and ordinance should be used," 
Williams said.

An unidentified Pentagon official said that 
these signs might be effective agents in 
the struggle to identify secret Taliban 
strongholds, which could be quickly 
bombed and destroyed. The signs, which 
the source referred to as "arrows on a long 
stick," could be used in a tactic commonly 
known as signaling. Once in place the 
signs can be spotted as far away as 600 
feet by Military vehicles near the site.

"This is the best way that we have to find 
out what is really going on in this hilly 
and cavernous country. These signs will 
encourage the locals to help us because 
the process is based on anonymity." the 
artist said.

If you would like more information please contact: freedomsigns@yahoo.com or visit: www.freedomsigns.web-page.net
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